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from the figure to which that s

The leaves are two feet long,

two-thirds of its length, where the flowers

begin; they form a branching raceme; under

each fascicle is a large red bracte. The







stance of our bulbs not arriving till June,

they did not flower till September: the

The centre of the flower is of very rich

colours, beautifully blended : it opens when

It must be kept in the greenhouse, potted

in small pots of sandy peat earth, and

will increase by offsets : after flowering, the

leaves decay, the root remaining for a time

dry, but while growing requires a good





I VARIOLARIS.

This is a native of Carolina, aud was

introduced in 1803. The leaves are nearly

a foot in length, the greater part of which

very prettily spotted. The

begiunitig of the summer-

The plant must be potted in

and preserved in tlie stove : it re

moisture, growing naturally in





ERICA RETORTS

but from a difficulty in propagating it, lias

never been very plentiful in this country.

Its foliage is singularly elegant, nor are the

flowers less pleasing: they appear in

August and September, lasting a very long





MACULATUS

A beautiful little plant,

Holland : the branches ai

rigid. The flowers we

August and September.

in sandy peat soil. It may be increased

by cuttings, which however root with

considerable difficulty, and it is therefore at

Ml to magnify

n the heavens, who dwelleth

in the light that cannot be approached, who
is clothed with majesty and glory, and in-

finitely surpasseth the sun in its brightness ?

He hath his throne in the heavens, and the

heaven of heavens cannot contain Him ; and





TF.NUIFLORA.

last, from His Excellency 8ir Ralph Wood-

ford at Trinidad. It has a small bulb, with

the flower-stems are produced : they are

proceeds another bunch of flowers : from

such an one our figure was taken. This

plant is not singular in this property, as





This is a native of North America ; ac-

cording to Michaux, from Pennsylvania to

Carolina, growing in moist grounds. It is

rare in this country, and it would appear to

be not very plentiful in its native abode, being

It flowered with us in August : the stem

i not hardy, it should be kept in ;





, :
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A native of Trinidad : we were favoured

with a plant of it last summer by His

Excellency Sir Ralph Woodford. It is

a small shrub, with many slender twigs, from

August and September.

It requires the warmth of the si

may be increased by cuttings

:





( ,v. .. si.' ;. i .• . •

times by offsets,

i by seeds, which will perfect them-

here. The soil should be sandy





ACONITUM PANICULATUM.

. Schleicher, of Bex. .. „

feet high, and flowers in August. Like

full ground.





-
:

Wc receive*] this curious vegetable in the

year 1739, from the Cape of Good Hope :

it is found in a wild state, growing in the

arid deserts to the north of that colony.





friend Dr. Thompson, at Gibraltar, and they

revoking season bring clearer and brighter

evidences of an interest in that " inheritance

which is incorruptible, and undefiled, and





CHELONE OBUQUA.

K.N 1MJ.1

This is a hardy herbaceous plant, a nativ

of North America : it was introduced ii

I "52, and flowers freely in the latter part o

the summer, growing from one to two fee



m
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with mat*. It may be increased by layers,

which require two years to become weil

rooted . the soil should he good tntk loam,

or b»am and peat. The season for flowering

wy great age) in hit trarels in Carolina and



Georgia in 1/73, was delighted with the

beauty of these trees, which he met with in

immense numbers, and which he calls the

glorious Magnolias. Their usual height, he

informs us, is one hundred feet, and some
greatly exceed that; the trunk perfectly

erect, rising like a column, and supporting a

head like an obtuse cone, the dark green
foliage silvered over with milk white flowers,

which perfume the whole atmosphere, and
are so large as to be distinctly visible at the

distance of a mile or more.
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Thi- i- from the Cape of Good Hope: it

was introduced in 1810b In growth it is a

oiodcr»te-«ixed shrub, with many slender

branches, at the end* of which the flower*

are produced, two or three together i they

are lou* and delicate in their form, and like

many other kind* of heath*, are covered with

broken pot It may be ii





The .oil •hoold be lifht loam, u4 it may

be kept either hi a pot or to the fall jrround.

the memory of bis celebrated coantryroaa

Oiof Rudbeck. who died in 1702, aged 72,

not loaf surviving a dreadful fire which

contained altoo*t the whole town of 1'pwl,
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Vat i*c of the warmer p«t, of North

ca. Elliott, in his ex t botany of

olioa .nil Georgia, utentionsitsgrow-

km m the] atter state,

i TIlllMh, lV.aware
,
ar,.l !

M nearly as long: with as it

riowere<Un September: it seems likely to

t«>. a lasting plant, ami will probably succeed









No. 831.

COREOPSIS LANCEOLATA.

•' '>

tions. It is

at present a rare plant in this country, al-

though it was known to Dillenius, who has

figured it with his usual excellence in

Hortus Elthainensis, tab. 48, f. 56.

front June

aining the





ERICA CERNUA.

A native of the Cape of Good Hope, in-

troduced in 1795 by Mr. Richard Williams,

of Turnham Green, who at that period

tion of heaths, which he cultivated most

successfully.

Its season for flowering varies, but is

of humble growth, having few branches.
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ACACIA HISPIDULA.

New South Wales ; it

34. It is a low bushy

shrub, with rough stiff leaves, and flowers

hardy as are most of the New Holland

species, and should therefore be kept in a

warm part of the greenhouse.

It should he potted in sandy peat earth,

and can only he increased, as far as we know,





OXALIS CUPIUBA.

peduncle one-flowered •. it has a stalk, ti

lower part of which i.< naked, but it a^re

not with any of his species. The leaves a

cordate, shorter than the peduncle, whi(

has two small linear bractes, about an inc

below the flower. The outer edges of tl

segments are of a deeper colour, which givi

the bud a very pleasing appearance. Sever

flowers are produced in ^m-n^ ]><-. from

single bulb, lasting ,-j l'<»"1 "Idle, but ri

It may be kept in the greenhouse, an

potted in sandy peat and loam : it increasi





long in beauty. It requires the





> Cape of Good Hope,

bright : il
"

growth. The simple oblong pointed leaflet

on the summit of the branch, which is

called by Liunaeus a gland, 13 a pair of

: the young leaves,

ing a permanent scar. The spikes may be

called axillary rather than terminal, as the

branch keeps on its growth, and by the

time the seeds are ripened there are perhaps



seldom vegetating, it is consequently scarf

It requires the greenhouse, and should I





JUSTICIA ORCHIOIDES.

This is a low growing shrubby plant, a

1774- It requires thegreenhouM-, and may

be increased by cuttings : the soil should

be ligbt loam. It flowered with us in

October and November. The blossoms are

curiou>, formed, it should seem, to excite

admiration and praise of their Almighty-

Maker. " Is any thing so pleasant as the

praises of the Lord ? How sweet is it to

see and praise Him as the Creator In the

various wonderful creatures which He hath

made ! how pleasant to observe His works

of providence, to them that read them by

the light of the sanctuary, and in faith and

patience learn the interpretation from Him

who only can interpret them."





STAPELIA AN (.1 INK A.

A native of the and country to the -\ortn

of the Cape of Good Hope : we received it

in 1/99 from Mr. Scholl, by whom it was

discovered. It received the above name

from our worthy friend the Rev. Sackville

Bale, of Withyham, Sussex, who some

years ago possessed the finest colleotion

perhaps that has yet been seen in the coun-

try, of this very curious genus, which he

cultivated in the most magnificent style.

This species flowers regularly in autumn ;

it grows freely, and is readily increased by

cuttings ; they should be planted in light

loam, with a portion of old morter, and in

winter ought to be kept in a warm green-

house, and moderately dry.





a few years since from seeds : it flowered

in the month of October, and is a very

pretty little plant. It must constantly be

preserved in the stove, and like the other

species may be propagated by cuttings,

which easily strike root. It should be





ASTER ACULEATUS.

This is a native of Van DiemenV hiuml

:

t is a free growing plant, and under proper

:ulture not devoid of beauty, flowering with

surface of the leaf, whence he has derived

it, being merely microscopic objects.

It must be preserved in the greenhouse





STAPELIA RADIATA.

This is a native of the Cape of Good

Hope, and was introduced in 1 799 : it is a

very dwarf growing species, flowering





COTYLEDON COCCINEUM.

of this elegant species,

It requires the green-

By cuttings it readily increases,

should be potted in light sandy loam.





CHRYSOCOMA COMAUREA.

A native of the Cape of Good Hope.

has been long introduced, but has uei

been much cultivated, and is therefore i

often seen. There is a figure of it

I greenhouse, which is





I'.\. '», ' M 1

fibres, it requires a good sized pot. The

soil should be sandy peat and loam. The

bulbs rarely produce offsets, on which





ERICA EXSURGENS.

This fine species flowers from i

and may be increased by cuttings. It must

be potted in sandy peat earth. We received

seeds of it, together with many other choice

kinds, in the year 1/92 : they were collected

by the late worthy George Scholl, in South

Africa. At that period, the number of

respectable private collections in this

I we learn, with the greatest pleasure,

t His Grace the Duke of Bedford has



been forming a truly magnificent collection

of Heaths at Woburn Abbey, where they

flourish in the highest luxuriance, under

the judicious management of Mr. Sinclair.

We hope that such a noble example will

at once explode the vulgar error, that

nobody can keep a Heath, which has been

circulated with much industry by many who

never had any to keep, as well as by ignorant

gardeners, who use it as a cloak for their

own incapacity and negligence.



it



No. 836.

HIBISCUS PEDUNCULATUS.

This is said to be a native of the Cape of

Good Hope, and was introduced a few years

since. It is an ornamental plant, flowering

in the latter part of the summer, and thriv-

ing in a warm greenhouse, or a cooler part

The soil sh

pots need r

growth.





MYOPORUM PARVIFOLIUM.

A native of New Holland: it was in!

duced about the. year 1803, and flowers v

freely during the autumnal months:

blossoms are lively and scented.





NEOTTIA SPECIOSA.

com the West Indies;

quires to be kept at al

It produces its flower

increased, though slowly, by offsets from

the root, and should be potted in vegetable

earth, with a mixture of sand.

as every thing around us, always with a

reference to the great and glorious Creator,

is a happiness indeed ; nor shall we at the

close of life have ever reason to say, " The

demption. A part of our hearl

our time, a part of our labours,

sufficed for Him, who hath give





No. 839.

PHYLLANTHUS FRAXINIFOLIUS.

of India, and lately introduced

3untry : it flowered with us in

i of November and December,

5 to be quite a new species. It





RHEXIA VIRGINICA.

a tuberous root, from whence rises a quad-

rangular winged stem, which is usually

under a foot in height, producing several

flowers : they are in season here in August

and September. It is hardy, and should

be planted in sandy peat earth, either in

pots or out. It may be increased by

separating the tubers in the spring.





of Bourbon and Mauritius. It 19 said to

have been cultivated in this country in 1699.

There is a neat figure of it by Plukenet,

tab. 287-

be sandy peat, with a little calcareous

mixture, as the plant is found growing on

rocks.





ERICA BOWIEANA.

This delicate and beautiful species, lias

been lately sent to this country, and we un-

derstand has been named after a Mr. Bowie,

who returned not long since from the Cape,

where he had been several years, making

collections for the Kew garden. In its

flowers it bears much resemblance to the

the leaves are altogether





ERICA ARBUSCULA.

; Cape of Good Hope :

jout the year 1810, a:

flowers through the greater part of the ye;

its pleasing blossoms. It requires a good

share of air, and should be potted io sandy

peat earth : it may be propagated tnoder-





but in arid land is merely a dwarf shrub.

It produces the Gum Sandarack.

U'itfi us it is elegant in growth and ap-

pearance, and requires the greenhouse pro-

It may be increased by seeds, or by inarch-

ing upon any of the other species of Thuja.

The season of its flowering is January and
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GARCINIA MANGOSTANA.

ebrated for being

In giving the representation of this most

interesting subject we have deviated from

our rule of drawing from the living plant

alone. This figure is taken from a Malay

drawing of undoubted accuracy, in our pos-

brought several times, but never

the effects of the royage except on

years ago, when a fine plant of it w



garden of Sir Charles Raymond, at Valen-

tine house, Ilford : it flourished there for a

time, but was afterwards lost.

We have been for a long time endeavour-

ing to obtain this desirable plant from its

native country : the difficulty of bringing it

alive from such a distance, is surely great,

yet much might be done if those who have

the opportunity would take a little trouble :

the pleasure and honour they would derive

object

To have a

necessary to

procure plants of two or three feet high,

which have grown in pots or boxes at least

six months before shipping. They must

be kept in an airy place in the vessel, and

they ought also to arrive here in the

summer, or the cold will kill them.
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A native of Jamaica, growing

trunks and branches of trees in the

we received it about two years s

produced its flowers in the an

ones from their native places of growth,

which have been upwards of a foot in height,

It requires the constant stove heat, and

succeeds planted in a pot with moss and

vegetable earth, together with some pieces





end of the winter. The flower stem is ne

two feet high, and the leaves above a fo

long, narrow and somewhat glaucous,

requires the store, and may be increased t

offsets, which are produced from the bulbs

the soil should! be sandy peat and loam.

This splendid ramilf has been a goo

, each to be culled a genus,

are not aware that science

ny great advantage, unless

lg of " much learned dust"

Cultivators have amused themselves in

hybridizing, as they call it, or mixing the
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PHTLICA BVXIFOLIA.

MOHSOGTmA.

A native of the Cape of Good Hope : it

was cultivated in 1759, and is of low bushy

growth, forming an ornamental greenhouse

shrub. It usually blossoms during the

winter season. The flowers are cheerful,

but not sheuy. It is somewhat difficult to

increase except by layers, which will root

in the course of two years. The soil in

which it seems to thrive best is peat and

loam. There is a very good representation

of this plant in Burmann's Affie.





PHYLICA ROSMARINIFOLIA.

by Roemer and Schultes, the place of its

origin is not correctly known.

It flowers plentifully during the winter

season, when it makes a pretty though not

a splendid appearance. It requires the

greenhouse protection, and may be increased

by seeds, which are sometimes produced

here, or more slowly by layers ; but cuttings





KNOWLTONIA RIGIDA.

This is a native of the Cape of Good

Hope : it has been long known in this

country, but as it can rarely be propagated

t a toot high, and should t>e

potted in loam. It must be preserved in

the greenhouse, of which although not a

splendid, it is surely an acceptable ornament

during the winter season. Every flower in

those gloomy months is pleasing and

delightful to the mind, more especially if it

iteftil thoughts

3 Being





ERYTHRINA HERBACEA.

DIADELPHId DECANDRU.

A native of South Carolina: it

cultivated in the Eltham garden,

figured by Dillenius in 1732, from a

which he informs us had flowered H

succeeding years during the month of

brought from the Missisippi.

may be increased

The soil should





Native of the Cape of Good Hope, grow-

ing in abundance, according to Thunberg,

on the Table mountain, where it attains the

height of three feet. The flowers are

inelegant. It may be propagated t

tings or seeds, which must be ol

from its native country, as it do

served in an airy greenhouse, anc

be taken to have the pot well i





handsome leaves, and flowering in the

winter freely. The blossoms are usually

four together, which upon in MiuT.-iiin,





ASPLENIUM ZAMIJEFOLJVM.

This is a native of Caraccas, growing

shady woods : it is a dwarf species :
tl

foliage is strong, and beautifully formed.

peat earth, with potsherds

to which they fasten thems

It seems to be difficult to





ERICA RUPESTRIS.

its neat and pleasing blossoms. With us it

is of very low growth, rarely exceeding

three or four inches. The flowers come

forth in the autumn, and are very lasting.

It requires the usual protection from frost,

and a plentiful supply of fresh air. It may

be increased by cuttings, and must be

potted in sandy peat earth.





This is a native of Napal, and was intn

1818, from the Calcutta garden. It i

magnificent in its size and growth, ou

specimen being upwards of twelve fee





GREVILLEA CINEREA.

It was discovered by Mr. Broun grow

on the rocky banks of rivers, mi (he east

side of New Holland: he first .ic-enV*

in hislearned paper on the Proieuce.e, in

tenth volume of the Transactions of I





GREVfLLEA LINEARIS «

Native of New South Wales

of the earliest

country, and is a pleasit

plant for the greenhouse. Its flow

produced in succession througho

greater part of the year. It sou

bears ripe seed with us, and may

increased by cuttings. The soil shoi

sandy peat.





VIBURNUM RUGOSUM.

cuttings, and should be potted in 1





This is a pretty little greenhouse plant,

which produces its lively flowers in the

early spring: the leaves have a powerful

smell, which is not unpleasant, at least to

some. It may be increased by cuttings, and

should be potted in a mixture of peat and



happiness. Its name is the Gospel,

is, good news. It sets forth redemption,

that is, deliverance from slavery ; salvation,

that is, keeping from the power of evil



T



litis, which is one of the finest species of

West Indies. The leaves are of a firm and

solid texture, and of a rich glossy green on

the surface. The plant seldom exceeds a

foot in height. The Sowers are produced

in the spring.

It may be propagated occasionally by

separating the roots. It thrives very well

necessary t





ANDROMEDA CALYCULATA nana.

DECANDMA MOXOGYNIA.

North America : it is evergreen, and seldom

grows above half a foot from the ground.

It flowers with us in the month of March,

being one of the earliest shrubby plants

that we are acquainted with.

It is quite hardy, and may be increased

by layers, thriving best planted in a mixture

of peat earth and loam in a border. Care

should be taken to place such dwarf plants

vantage. It is thus even in matters of far

greater importance, and such as are coo-

aected with our highest interests, for (to use

the words of an excellent writer,) " Much

of the credit and comfort of Christianity is

'

its professors fixing

, low, and not conceiving of

their high and holy calling in so elevated

; the word of Cod would





EPACRIS ROSEA.

Native of New Holland.

winter and spring, continuing long i

fection. It is a great ornament f

greenhouse, in which it is necessa



/



3 t-ALYPTBATA.

This was originally received from Brazil

by Mr. Griffin, who presented us with our

bulb, which flowers every year in March :

the flowers are curiously formed, though

not by any means so splendid as those of

many of this genus.

It it necessary to keep it in the hot-house

throughout the year, and it should he potted

in sandy loam and peat. It does not appear

to yield much increase by offsets, but

ripens its seeds occasionally, by which, of

course, it may be readily multiplied.





RHIPSALIS CASSUTHA.

A native of Jamaica, growing on large

•ees, from which it hangs down sometimes

3 the length of three or four feet. It was

which are like those of the Misseltoe,

remain long, and make a pretty appearance.

It increases readily by cuttings, and may

be kept in dry loamy soil.





ATRAGENE CAPENSIS.

This beautiful plant is a native of the

Cape of Good Hope. It usually produces

a short shrubby stem, and flowers in the

early part of the spring.

only be increased by seeds, \
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ERICA MELANTHERA.

A native of the Cape of Good Hope,

. introduced about the year 1802: it is a

robust growing kind, and will sometimes

attain the height of three feet. The

blossoms usually appear at the beginning

of the year, and remain a great while in

perfection.

It is propagated by cuttings, although not

without considerable difficulty. In treat-

ment it requires similar care to the other

heatns, and should be potted in sandy peat





ASPLENIUM PALMATUM.





No. 869.

SAXIFRAGA OPPOSITIFOLIA.

being among the very earliest harbingers c

spring. Should a few mild days occur

towards the end of February or beginninj

usty looking mossy sod into a profuse and

ncreases itself plentifully, and is easily





CROTON PICTUM.

ECU MOHADELPBIA.





SOLDANELLA MONTANA.

and the corolla very deeply incised: the

has usually three or four flowers. Roemer

and Schultes seem correct in referring the

which are clad in perpetual snow.

With us it is quite hardy, and best pre-

served in a small pot in light loam. It may

be sparingly increased by separating the

roots. It flowers in the month of April.
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SOLDANELLA CLUSII.

We received this beautiful little plant in

1821, from the botanical garden at Sehweiz-

ingen. It is a native of the mountains of

Bohemia. The leaves are very small, and

the flower-stem not above an inch in height,

-ingle blossom: the corolla is

ventneose, and its incisions are not deep.

The Soldanella alpina minor of Clusius,

Hist. 1. 309, can scarcely be this plant;

the leaves resemble, but the stems are three

flowered in his figure, and the corollas

occasional increase by partition of the roots

;

this should be performed in spring after

flowering, which usually takes place in

April.





MARICA NORTHIANA.

Native of Brazil, whence it was brought

to Lisbon, and afterwards to England about

1789. It is a fragrant and beautiful flower,

of short duration truly, lasting but a part

of a day, but the spathes produoe a succes-

sion of several flowers from each. It must

This elegant plant w

of the late Bishop of

Mrs. North, who was a most liberal encou-

rager of botany, and- possessed a superb

collection of rare plants, which were culti-

vated in a magnificent style at Farnham.

We have learned, with deep regret, that

nearly half a century,





ALOPECUROIDES.

e of the Cape of Good Hope.

ly be propagated by cuttings, and

! potted in sandy peat earth, and

d in an airy greenhouse.





TRILLIUM SESSILE.

ind May : the stalks decay early,

crease by offsets, but not freely

;

:s in peat earth, and much better

I ground than in a pot. It is quite
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."RPURASCENSj-

Epacris purpurascens, \

It is a native of New South Wales,

mu3t be preserved in the greenhouse, v

a plentiful allowance of air at all seaso

it may be increased by cuttings, and sho

be potted iu sandy peat earth.





BRYOPHTLLUM

ches at their edges, and tillis power is

not destroyed or lost by cutting or breaking

in into pieces. It requires the stove,

i should be potted in rich loa

they become tasteless, mi -

towards evening. This change is ascribed

by him to the absorption of oxygen during



pleasure ; this is indeed the case in all en-

quiries into the wonderful works of God,

to their Divine Author : He seems to have

ordained that they shall thus afford real

delight to those who examine them with

the view of glorifying Him.





TETRAKDR1A MOXOGYmd.

Native of New South Wales : it was in-

J. in Rees's Cyclopaadia, following Mr.

Brown, justifies the exchanging the usual

Dame of Smithii for lanceolata, as being

It is a neat shrub, growing very bushy,

and flowering during the spring and sum-

mer. It may be propagate-!

by cuttings, which should be potted in a

mixture of loam and peat earth, and pre-





HIBBERTIA GROSSULARI^EFOLIA.

ning of the spring.





No. 880.

GREVILLEA SERICEA.

and, as well as the under part of tl

silky.

It may be increased by cutti





LYCHNIS M I- LK A.

year 1822, from Mr. Carstrom, o» nock-

bolm, under the name of Lychnis alpina,

from which it differs considerably. The

stem is round, and nearly a foot in height,

and the flowers grow in loose forked

bunches: the petals are cloven, and are

scarcely the length of the calyx. The root





year 1811, from seeds received from the

Cape of Good Hope, of which it is a native.

It is upright in its growth, with ii xil'ie

branches, and flowers during the autumnal

months. It requires an airy place in the

greenhouse, and may be increased slowly

by cuttings : the soil should be sandy peat.





OROBUS COCCINEUS.

DIADELPBIA DECAJiDRIA.

This is a very pretty dwarf species ; the

rise quite a foot in height : the flowers are

axillary and single, usually not more than

It is a hardy herhaceous plant, the native

country of which we are not acquainted

with. It flowers in the months of April

and May, and seems inclined to ripen its
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May last. The blossoms are inodorous;

they are exceedingly large, and more of the

Rhododendron shape than the Azalea pon-

as it is probably from the northern provinces

of China. We have not yet multiplied it,

but expect that it will increase by layers

and cuttings. It has hitherto been in the

greenhouse, and potted in peat and loam.

The vast empire of China abounds in

plants of unknown beauty, as in fact does



gratitude. And if it be so in this short and

imperfect life, hosv much more may we
expert in the inetfaMy glorious realms of





No. 886.

PRIMULA INTEGRIFOLIA.

PENTdNDRIA MOHOGYNU.

A native of the Austrian Alps : we first

received seeds of it from our excellent friend

Baron Sigismund von Zois, of Laybach, in

tiie year 1792, since ivhich time we have

beautiful little plant, flowering in April,

variety, or rather another species, with

tuotht.'<l leaves. Our plant has rarely any

vestige of teeth ; it does not often produce

more than three flowers, although the

above-named author mentions that by





M„ ...

agree with E. anceps of Jacquin, A

who describes it as being paras

trees, and growing to half a foot,

more, in height, haring a

and a lateral spadix : this arises from bis spe-

cimen being a second spadix, produced oat

of the remains of a former one, a circum-





AQUILEGIA CANADENSIS.

Parkinson, who has represented it m his

Theatrum, p. 1367, and says that it was

brought from Virginia by Tradescant, and

that it flowered a month earlier than any of

the garden kinds. Our plants flowered in

May. It is a hardy perennial. It blossoms

better, however, if sheltered a little from

the rough weather, which frequently prevails

in the spring months. It may be increased

perfected in





ASARUM CANADENSF.

DECANDRIA MOHOGYNIA.

A natire of North America, growing in

shady situations from Canada to Carolina.

The roots are aromatic, and in some places

are called wild ginger. The towers are

curiously formed ; with us they come our

in May : the stems are short, lying on the

ground. It is a hardy herbaceous plant,

increasing readily by dividing the roots, and





GNIDIA IMBRICATA.

OCTANDRIA MOSOGYl

Native of the Cape of Good Hope, from

whence it has lately heen introduced :
it is

a rapid, but weakly growing plant, and

probably not very long lived : the flowers,

as well as leaves and branches, are villose.

The young shoots, which are somewhat

pendulous, produce flowers in fours at their

ends : their season is in May and June. It
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POl.rAXI>BlA POLYGYNIA.

,nd other distant parts of the

opire: we raised it from seeds

1804 from Mr. Stephan, of

foot in height. It flowers in May and

./une, and may he increased by separating





CYTltr* VI i

growth, and flowers in the months of May

to a garden. It flourishes in any good

soti, and frequently bears seeds :
it may

also be increased by layers and cuttings.





ERICA STELLATA.

points of a star: it blooms during the

>\niv.-x months, arid requires the airy green-

house; should be potted in sandy peat,

and may be increased by cuttings. It is a

native of the Cape, and w:>, i.'ifrodn.rd

about 1906 by the late indefatigable Mr

Lee, of Hammersmith, who departed this

life in May last, aged 70. His name will

not soon be forgotten, for to him this

wmtry and the rest of Europe are indebted

for the introduction, preservation, and

diffusion of more plants, than to any one

who ever lived. Unequalled in talent and

in energy of mind, his ardour for the

profession of which he was such a datin-

guished ornament, forsook him not during



towards its close ! Here, indeed, we have

no continuing city : Oh that we might all

have. Grace to labour therefore, to enter





No. 894.

NERIUM COCCIXEI U.

We received this plant in 1822 from Dr.

Waffich, of the Calcutta garden, an esta-

l.li.UnuMX which, under a liberal system of

management, may become an invaluable

benefit to India, *n<* t0 the wrld
-
A

botanical garden, white it is conducted upon

judicious and diffusive principles, is capable

',

ii, i^r the brightest gtory of acottntiy,

but if it on.c degenerates into a mere place

of close confinement for \>

forthwith into an object of universal den-

sion and contempt.

Oar present subject flowered in June

1824 : it is extremely beautiful.

By the Hortvs Bengalensis of Dr. Carey,

we learn that it is a native of Silhet, and

was sent to Calcutta by R. K. Dick, Esq. in

1805. It is there marked as a tree, and

noted as flowering in April and May.

...... .. :. *,„««* the store, and will





Tins elegant plant is a native of North

.America, urn), according to Dr. Barton,

u In. has tiered it hi his Flora, it grows, on

the sides of sfonj- hiih, that are covered

villi underwood' and smaM trees, which

admit the sun through their leaves and

branches to the ground, and is found from

Delaware to Canada, becoming more

frequent towards the north.

It flowers with us in May, and is a most

delicate and curious plant: it is cultivated

with difficulty in soil composed of sandy

peaf, decayed sawdust, and loam, in equal

portions'. It is perennial, and requires no





DIANTHUS PUNCTATUS.

DECANDRIA TR1GYNIA.

We received this little plant from our

friend Mr. Shepherd, of Liverpool: we

believe lie obtained it from Russian seeds.

It is perennial, and hardy, flowering in the

beginning of the summer: it may be in-

creased by cuttings, and thrives in any light





LUPINUS NOOTKATENSIS.

OIADELPHIA

A native of the North West coast of

America, and, according- to the Kew cata-

logue, was introduced in 1794. It is a

hardy perennial, of great beauty and easy

culture, flowering in the summer months,

and thriving equally well in a pot or in the

ground in any soil. It may be increased





<, ::..,[ Hope. It requires to be kept

warm part of the greenhouse, and

be increased by cuttings of the root

:

should be potted in sandy peat and loai





KRYSIMVM IANCEOLATUM i

TETRADYNAMIA SILIQUOi

Native of Switzerland and other Alpine

countries, growing upon rocks. It seems

more than biennial, and by often separating

its roots, may probably be continued. The

flowers are produced in the month of May

:

they are shewy, growing about six inches

in height, and are very fragrant.

It is quite hardy^ and may be kept in a

pot in light loam. The seeds have not been

perfected mth us.





No. 900.

S'EMONE PRATENSIS.

This is a native of the Northern parts of

Europe, growing in dry meadows.

It has pendulous blossoms, of a some-

what dingy hue, which appear in the

months of April and May. It may be

increased by seeds, which sometimes ripen

here, and is perfectly hardy : it should be

planted in light loam.
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